Multiple reports and calls
from public health experts
are clear: the only
responsible public health
response is to release
people from detention, not
increase detention space.

“Lost beds” do not need to be replaced
and are instead a chance to reduce
detention. The administration has
admitted that there is an over-reliance
on immigration detention, yet ICE just
opened Moshannon, the largest
immigration detention center in the
Northeast.

President Biden
promised to end
federal for-profit
detention yet ICE
is pursuing
contracts for
private facilities
that should be
shuttering under
the private prison
executive order.

Trends at the
border do not
require additional
bed space. The
Biden
administration
can safely allow
access at the
border without
the use of
detention.

SMH

ICE does not
“safely” “house”
people.
Detention is not
housing and
decades of
documentation
show that ICE
detention is
harmful, abusive,
and even deadly.

ICE only has
conversations
with advocates
after decisions
have been made
to open new
facilities without
regard to
community input.

FREE THEM ALL!
The only unique and
innovative solutions we
want are to shut down
detention centers,
defund ICE, and to free
all people from
detention.

Over and over again, detention standards and inspections
have failed to ensure the safety and well-being of people in
detention. Despite the existence of these standards, reports
of abuse and negligence in ICE detention are welldocumented, constant and repeating occurrences.

Multiple studies
have shown that
detention is not
necessary to
ensure
appearance.

ICE detention is
absolutely punitive,
designed to strip
people of their
dignity and restrict
freedom of
movement.
ICE’s ATD program is harmful
and punitive, restricting
freedom of movement and
surveiling people. It is another
form of detention.
The number of people in ICE’s
“alternative” programming has
not reduced the number of
people detained. Instead the
number of people enrolled in
these programs has risen
exponentially alongside the
number of people in detention.

